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Abstract— Spectrum sensing is a vital usefulness of 

cognitive radio (CR). Speed and accuracy of estimation is 

the key ingredient to choose the proper Spectrum sensing 

method. Ordinary Spectrum sensing methods which depend 

on short time Fourier change (STFT) experience the ill 

effects of well-known issues, for example, frequency low 

resolution, high fluctuation of evaluated power and high side 

lobes/leakages.   In this paper we studies and evaluates 

various spectrum sensing techniques and talks about the 

spectrum sensing as a key component of CR framework.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The demand for omnipresent wireless service has been on 

the increase within the past and is ever-growing with the 

proliferation of mobile multimedia system communication 

devices. As a result, overwhelming majority of the on the 

market spectral resources have already been licensed. It 

therefore seems that there's very little or no space to feature 

any new services. On the opposite hand, studies have shown 

that almost the entirelicensed spectrum is basically under-

utilized and similar views regarding the under-utilization of 

the allotted spectrum are reportable by the Spectrum Policy 

Task Force appointed by Federal Communications 

Commission (FCC) [1]. 

The magnetism radio-frequency spectrum is 

regulated by governmental agencies and is allotted to license 

holders or services on a protracted term basis for big nation-

states. As results of this, ancient static approach of spectrum 

allocation, the radio-frequency spectrum has become one 

amongst the scarcest and valuable resources for wireless 

communications. 

The most promising thanks to improve spectral 

potency are to convey timeserving access of the frequency 

bands to a gaggle of users for whom the band has not been 

licensed [2]. There has been a recent development during 

this domain that has modified the normal approach of static 

spectrum allocation for spectrum management. this is often 

the  

premise of the psychological feature radio 

wherever secondary users additionally referred to as 

chromium users area unit allowed to transmit Associate in 

Nursing receive information over parts of spectra that area 

unit unutilized by primary or accredited users supported a 

timeserving manner. Timeserving spectrum will realize out 

there spectrum during a packed network, resulting in 10-fold 

gains in capability. The most functions of a chromium area 

unit to sense the spectral surroundings over a large 

waveband and exploit the spectrum occupancy info to 

opportunistically offer wireless links that best meet the user 

communication necessities. By learning their surroundings, 

psychological feature radios will dramatically improve link 

dependability and facilitate networks autonomously improve 

coverage and capability [3]. The psychological feature 

radio’s practicality named as channel adaptation involves 

transmission and reception of signal through the detected 

vacant channels (frequency bands). It’d need dynamic 

reconfiguration of the channel pass bands to match with the 

vacant frequency bands (spectrum holes). In an exceedingly 

Cr terminal, these key functionalities should be 

accomplished with dynamic configurability to adapt to the 

time-varying spectral surroundings and low power 

consumption to figure on battery operated mobile devices. 

In the gift state of affairs, an outsized portion of the 

accredited appointed spectrum is employed periodically. 

The spectrum usage is high on sure parts of the spectrum 

whereas an outsized quantity of the spectrum remains 

unutilized [4]. per the Federal Communications 

Commission, the variation in utilization of the appointed 

spectrum vary is from V-day to eighty fifth. There has been 

a rise in access to the restricted spectrum for the mobile 

services within the recent years that cannot be resolved 

effectively by fastened spectrum assignment policy. owing 

to the restricted out there spectrum and therefore the 

unskillfulness within the spectrum usage, there's been a 

necessity for a brand new communication paradigm to use 

the prevailing wireless spectrum opportunistically. 

Section 1 describes about the importance of 

spectrum sensing for cognitive radio networks. Section 2 

gives the prior knowledge about the cognitive radio front 

end. Section 3 gives the various spectrum sensing 

techniques. 

A. Spectrum Sensing: 

A “Cognitive radio” is a spectral radio technique that senses 

the surroundings over a wide frequency band and uses the 

gathered information to provide the wireless link coverage 

over a wide range to meet the user requirement. [5].A 

detailed definition of the cognitive radio defines that 

considers the physical (PHY) and medium access control 

(MAC) are linked to the spectrum sensing as shown figure 

 
Fig. 1: cross layer functionalities related to spectrum sensing 

Since cognitive radios are considered lower priority 

or secondary users of spectrum allocated to a primary user, a 

basic demand is to avoid interference to potential primary 
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users in their neighborhood. On the opposite hand, primary 

user networks don’t have any demand to alter their 

infrastructure for spectrum sharing with cognitive networks. 

Therefore, cognitive radios ought to be able to severally 

observe primary user presence through continuous spectrum 

sensing. Different categories of primary users would need 

different sensitivity and rate of sensing for the detection. For 

example, TV broadcast signals are much easier to detect 

than GPS signals, since the TV receivers’ sensitivity is tens 

of dBs worse than GPS receiver. 

In general, cognitive radio sensitivity ought to 

exceed primary user receiver by a large margin so as to 

forestall what’s basically a hidden terminal drawback. This 

is the key issue that creates spectrum sensing terribly 

difficult analysis. Meeting the sensitivity demand of every 

primary receiver with a wideband radio would be 

troublesome enough, however the matter becomes even 

tougher if the sensitivity demand is raised by additional 30-

40 dB. This margin is needed as a result cognitive radio 

does not have a direct measurement of a channel between 

primary user receiver and transmitter and should base its 

decision on its local channel measurement to a primary user 

transmitter. This type of detection is referred to as local 

spectrum sensing and the worst case hidden terminal 

problem would occur when the cognitive radio is shadowed, 

in severe multipath fading, or inside buildings with high 

penetration loss while in a close neighborhood there is a 

primary user whose is at the marginal reception, due to its 

more favorable channel conditions. Even though the 

probability of this scenario is low, cognitive radio should 

not cause interference to such primary user. 

The implementation of the spectrum sensing 

operate additionally needs high degree of flexibility since 

the radio atmosphere is extremely, each as a result of 

different types of primary user systems, propagation losses, 

and interference. The most design challenge is to outline RF 

and analog architecture with right trade-offs between 

linearity, sampling,rate,accuracy and power, so that digital 

signal processing techniques may be used for spectrum 

sensing, cognition, and adaptation. This additionally 

motivates analysis of signal processing techniques that may 

relax difficult necessities for analog, specifically wideband 

amplification, mixing and A/D conversion of over a GHz or 

more of bandwidth, and enhance overall radio sensitivity. 

B. Cognitive Radio Frontend 

There are two frequency bands where the cognitive radios 

may operate in an exceedingly close to future: 400-800 MHz 

(UHF TV bands) and 3-10 GHz. The FCC has noted that 

with in the lower UHF bands nearly each geographic region 

has manyalmost every geographical area has several unused 

6 MHz wide TV channels. This frequency band is 

particularly appealing due to good propagation properties 

for long-range communications. Furthermore, given the 

static TV channel allocations, the timing requirements for 

spectrum sensing are very relaxed. The FCC approval of 

UWB underlay networks in 3-10 GHz indicates that this 

frequency range might be opened for opportunistic use. 

Furthermore, this band has very low spectral utilization, as 

indicated in Figure 2. 

 
Fig. 2: measurement of 0-6 GHz at BWRC 

Regardless of operational frequency range, a wideband 

front-end for a cognitive radio mighthave an associate 

design as delineated in Figure 3. The wideband RF signal 

presented at the antenna of a cognitive radio includes signals 

from close and widely separated transmitters and from 

transmitters operational at wide totally different power 

levels and channel bandwidths. As a result, detection of 

weak signals should often times be performed within the 

presence of terribly sturdy signals. Thus, there will be 

veryrigorous necessities placed on the linearity of the RF 

analog circuits furthermore as their ability to control over 

wide bandwidths. So as to stay the wants on the ultimate 

analog to digital (A/D) converter at an affordable level in an 

exceedingly largely digital architecture, front-end design 

needs a tunable notch analog processing block that would 

provide a dynamic range control. 

Reducing the in-band interference to a manageable 

level is a critical design problem, since the traditional 

strategy of narrow band analog frequency selective filtering 

to avoid the wide dynamic range of interfering signals is not 

viable. The ultimate solution to this problem would involve 

a combination of techniques, including adaptive notch 

filtering such as employed in UWB designs, banks of on 

chip RF filters possibly using MEMS technology such as 

FBAR’s, and spatial filtering using RF beam-forming 

through adaptive antenna arrays. 

 

Fig. 3: Wideband RF/analog architecture for cognitive radio 

Other a lot of stubble approaches might involve 

active cancellation, as a result of within the state of affairs 

within which the interfering signal is extraordinary sturdy, it 

is then attainable to decrypt the signal and supply a vigorous 

canceling signal before the A/D conversion method. 

Whereas the active cancellation approach will consume 

considerably a lot of hardware, it has the vital advantage of 

ultimately being a lot of versatile. 

The spatial dimension provides many new 

opportunities. The sensitivity of the sensing receiver are 

often inflated by the exploitation of multiple antennas 

through diversity increase and range extension, that in 

impact may create it rather more sensitive than the primary 

users that are making an attempt to find. 
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C. Signal Processing Techniques for Spectrum Sensing 

A key advantage of CMOS integration is that digital signal 

processing can be used to assist the analog circuits. In case 

of spectrum sensing the requirement for signal processing is 

two-fold: improvement of radio front-end sensitivity by 

processing gain and primary user identification based on 

knowledge of the signal characteristics. In this section we 

tend to discuss benefits and drawbacks of three techniques 

that are used in traditional systems: matched filter, energy 

detector and cyclostationary feature detector. 

1) Matched Filter 

The optimum means for any signal detection may be a 

matched filter [6], since it maximizes received signal-to-

noise ratio. However, a matched filter effectively needs 

demodulation of a primary user signal. This suggests that 

cognitive radio encompassesapriorknowledge of primary 

user signal at both PHY andMAC layers, e.g. modulation 

type and order, pulse shaping, packet format. Such data 

could be pre-stored in CR memory, however the 

cumbersome part is that for demodulation it is to realize 

coherency with primary user signal by playing temporal 

arrangement and carrier synchronization, even channel 

equalization. This can be still attainable since most primary 

users have pilots, preambles, synchronization words or 

spreading codes that may be used for coherent detection. For 

examples: TV signal has narrowband pilot for audio and 

video carriers; CDMA systems have dedicated spreading 

codes for pilot and synchronization channels; OFDM 

packets have preambles for packet acquisition. The most 

advantage of matched filter is that owing to coherency it 

needs less time to realize high processing gain since solely 

O (1/SNR) samples are required to satisfy a given 

probability of detection constraint [7]. However, a major 

downside of a matched filter is that a cognitive radio would 

need a dedicated receiver for each primary user category. 

2) Energy Detector 

One approach to change matched filtering approach is to 

perform non-coherent detection through energy detection. 

This sub-optimal technique has been extensively utilized in 

radiometry. An energy detector can be implemented similar 

to a spectrum analyzer by averaging frequency bins of a Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT), as made public in figure 4 [8]. 

Processing gain is proportional to FFT size N and 

observation/averaging time T. Increasing N improves 

frequency resolution that helps narrowband signal detection. 

Also, longer averaging time reduces the noise power thus 

improves SNR. However, owing to non-coherent processing 

O (1/SNR2) samples are needed to satisfy a probability of 

detection constraint [7]. 

There are many drawbacks of energy detectors 

which may disparage their simplicity in implementation. 

First, a threshold used for primary user detection is 

extremely at a risk of unknown or dynamic noise levels. 

Even though the threshold would be set adaptively, presence 

of any in-band interference would confuse the energy 

detector. Moreover, in frequency selective fading it is not 

clear how to set the threshold with regards to channel 

notches. Second, energy detector does not differentiate 

between modulated signals, noise and interference. Since, it 

cannot acknowledge the interference; it cannot have the 

benefit of adaptive signal processing for canceling the 

interference. Moreover, spectrum policy for mistreatment of 

the band is unnatural solely to primary users, thus a 

cognitive user ought to treat noise and alternative secondary 

users differently. Lastly, an energy detector does not work 

for spread spectrum signals: direct sequence and frequency 

hopping signals, for which more sophisticated signal 

processing algorithms compelled to be devised. In general, 

we tend to increase detector hardiness by trying into a 

primary signal footprint such as modulation type, data rate, 

or other signal feature. 

3) Cyclostationary Feautre Detection 

Modulated signals are in general coupled with sine wave 

carriers, pulse trains, repeating spreading, hoping sequences, 

or cyclic prefixes which result in built-in periodicity. Even 

though the data is a stationary random process, these 

modulated signals are characterized as cyclostationary, since 

their statistics, mean and autocorrelation, exhibit periodicity. 

This periodicity is typically introduced intentionally in the 

signal format so that a receiver can exploit it for: parameter 

estimation such as carrier phase, pulse timing, or direction 

of arrival. This can then be used for detection of a random 

signal with a particular modulation type in a background of 

noise and other modulated signals. 

Common analysis of stationary random signals is predicated 

on autocorrelation function and power spectral density. On 

the opposite hand, cyclostationary signals exhibit correlation 

between widely separated spectral components due to 

spectral redundancy caused by periodicity [9]. 

II. CONCLUSION 

In this article we have discussed the various spectrum 

sensing techniques, like energy based spectrum detection 

which is having least complexity  and good probability of 

detection but the technique get fails when SNR is very high, 

also we mention cyclostationary based spectrum sensing 

against energy based which can perform well atlow SNR as 

well. 

With the help of this article our aim to aware the 

concerning aspirants about various spectrum sensing 

techniques of Cognitive radio networks. 
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